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ABSTRACT
The diffusion following the release of a buoyant slot jet into a
confined, uniformly flowing environment has been studied. A dimen-
sionless analysis reveals the complexity of the problem; there are in
general four governing dimensionles s numbers. However, if the over-
all mixing and not the details of the process of diffusion is of importance,
we can define basic flow regimes using a reduced number of parameters.
Experiments were conducted first with a horizontal, buoyant slot
jet into stagnant, ambient fluid. Observed trajectories and centerline
dilutions were in good agreement with existing theories. In addition,
two sets of experiments were perform ed with a vertical and a horizontal
buoyant slot jet issuing into a uniformly flowing stream. A two-layer
flow analysis provided the rationale for a classification of flow regimes.
It was found that the mechanism of upstream intrusion of jet effluent
is characterized primarily by a gros s densimetric Froude number
based on the ambient flow velocity and the buoyancy flux from the source.
However, the formation of an upstream wedge may be hampered due to
the effect of initial flux of momentum in the downstream direction.
When the buoyant slot jet cannot entrain all the oncoming flow,
while maintaining the typical jet or plume behavior, then the jet flow
pattern breaks up and there is efficient mixing close to the source.
Chapter
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The ultimate disposal of man-made wastes is a major environmental
problem of today. Pollution of the receiving waters has to be controlled
effectively and reduced to such a level as to preserve the delicate
balance of the natural biological processes. This is true for all kinds
of wastes for which there exists a threshold for pollution below which the
effect on the environment can be overlooked and tolerated. The degree
of treatment, the choice of outfall site as well as the design of the out-
fall structure must be carefully considered so that water quality
requirements of the receiving water can be met.
The initial mixing of the discharged waste water is basically a
problem of jet diffusion, whereas the subsequent dispersion and
dilution is a more complex phenomenon, due to the multitude of signi-
ficant parameters involved. The usual practice is to provide deep-
water outfalls in the ocean with a multiple-port diffuser to produce
high initial dilution of the sewage. Similarly, diffusers may be used
for thermal waste discharge when a high rate of mixing is required
close to the outfall structure.
The efficiency of the initial mixing proce ss is directly related
to the flux of momentum and buoyancy from the source and is generally
gained by a relatively close port spacing. Hence, from a practical
- 2 -
point of view, two-dimensional jet and plume flows are of considerable
interest. The present study analyzes the gross behavior of buoyant slot
jets in stagnant and flowing environments.
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CHAPTER II
FLOW CONFIGURATIONS
II-I Basic AssuITlptions and DiITlensionaI Analysis
Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the probleITl. Restricting the study to
the two -diITlensional case the basic as sUITlptions are:
1. The aITlbient flow is uniforITl with a constant velocity
over the full depth.
2. The source is a line source characterized by initial
fluxes of ITlass, ITlOITlentUITl and buoyancy.
3. Steady state situation.':'
Hence, the following independent paraITleters define the problem:
For the source
voluITle flux
kinematic momentUITl flux
buoyancy flux
angle of injection
and for the aITlbient flow
velocity
depth
q = u. B
J
lD = u.
2 B
J
b = l22.... g u. B
P J
8
U
a
H
(1)
(2 )
(3 )
:}:
Upstream injection of the jet effluent may generate a pulsating jet flow
pattern. The present study will be limited to an angle of injection
8 ::::; 90 0 - see fig. 1 - in which case steady state situation always can
be accoITlplished.
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where u. is the jet velocity and B the jet width at the slot; tip is the
J
density difference between the ambient fluid and the discharged effluent
and p a reference density chosen as that of the ambient fluid; g is the
constant of gravity. The viscosityis omitted since we assume fully
turbulent jet flow conditions at large Reynolds number in the vicinity of
the outfall. Thi::. study wUl be restricted to the region close to the outfall,
and does not include mixing by the ambient turbulence away from the source.
H
8 B,up p-6p
source tJy 8 ~ 900 I77777777nnr~/"77."77.""77.""77.""77'7
Fig. 1 Two - dimensional buoyant jet. Sketch of the problem.
The flow phenomenon is characterized by four dimensionless
numbers chosen as
1. a velocity ratio
2. a source Froude number
3 3
u u
F =~ = ---,_a_
b q~g
P
(4)
(5)
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3. a volume flux ratio
u H
V=2-q
4. the angle of injection, 8.
II-2 Limiting Cases. ':'
(6 )
From the dimensional analysis the flow regimes may be character-
ized by various dimensionle s s numbers as follows:
is defined by the four dimensionless numbers previously listed.
However, there are certain limiting cases of interest. First,
take the case of
Let H ....oo. Then V drops out as a governing parameter and we
have left
k, F and 8
characterizing the problem.
Let b .... 0; that is, density differences vanish. We are then
left with
k, V and e
as relevant parameters for the problem, neglecting the wall
boundary layer.
4. ~..!.~o.:.di~e.Esi~al_w~ll-le..!.~n_an ~nc~nQ12..e~£e..E:iE~
If in case 3, H .... oo, V may be left out and we have only
k and 8
See also Fig. 19.
- 6 ..
A simple jet of initial momentum flux only in a stagnant
infinite environment has no governing flow parameter and is
characterized by 8, the angle of injection, only. In case of a
finite region ~ is a scaling parameter.
6. ~E~0y.ctEt:-slo.!ie~.. ~~~~lI.n~n.!,_c~tE~~.-!~~oE·
If u --> 0 the following three dimensionless parameters
a
des cribe the problem,
the jet Froude number F.
J
a scaling ratio ~
the angle of inj ection 8.
u.
] ~
(~ B\2
\ P g ,;
(7)
Now, let H-->co. This gives us
characterized by F. and 8.
J
ment.
-,-
For a simple plume m -> 0 and q .... 0,'" that is, the source has
both zero flux of momentum and zero mas s flux. F is then the
only governing parameter. If the region is finite, then H is a
scaling length.
Finally we have
For this case all the flow parameters drop out and we have
H as a scaling length if the region is finite.
If q doe s not go to zero along with m for a simple plume, b goes to
infinity! This is a virtual (heat) source and the definition of b as
given by Eq. (3) has no meaning; compare Eq. (30) and footnote.
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II-3 Previous Studies.
A comprehensive survey of studies on jet and plume problems is
given by Fan (1967). To supplement this review, some works m.ore
related to the present investigation have to be mentioned. Several
recent papers have focused on the problem of axisymmetric jets and
plumes in a cross flow (see Pratte and Baines (1967), Fan (1967),
Platten and Keffer (1968) and Abraham (1970)); but there are few
similar inves tigations for the two -dimensional case. An early paper by
Rouse (1947) deals with gravitational diffusion from a boundary
source in two-dimensional flow. The result of this study will be
discussed in ChapterV. Rouse (1957) has also analyzed the process
of diffusion in the lee of a two-dimensional jet in a cross-stream.
Studies on reattached jets - wall jets - are frequently reported in the
literature (see Raj aratnam and Subramanya (1968)). Sawyer (1963)
investigated the effects of curvature on entrainment for two-dimensional
wall jets.
Chapter IV of this report is an experimental study of a buoyant,
horizontal slot jet in homogeneous and stagnant environment. This pro-
blem was first studied theoretically by Abraham (1963). Fan and Brooks
(1969) extended the analysis to take an arbitrary angle of injection and
also a linear density stratification of the ambient fluid. The general
problem of a buoyant slot jet in a flowing, confined region is dealt with
in Chapter V. The present findings can be compared to the result of a
two-dimensional model study for the T. V. A. Browns Ferry Nuclear
Power Plant (Harleman, Hall and Curtis, (1968)). The objective of this
investigation was to find a diffuser design that would result in complete
mixing between the heated condenser water and the ambient river flow.
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CHAPTER III
APPLICA TION TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS
There are several environm.ental conditions that m.ust be taken
into consideration when analyzing problem.s of waste water disposal in
lakes, rivers and in the ocean; the buoyancy effect arising from. the
density difference between the am.bient water and the waste water,
prevailing currents and density stratification of the water s in the dis-
posal area are the m.ost im.portant ones. This study is restricted to
a two-dim.ensional buoyant jet in a uniform., flowing or stagnant
environm.ent. Many situations of waste-water discharge m.ay be
approxim.ately described by this case. The row of round jets from. an
outfall diffuser will- if the ports are closely spaced - gradually m.erge
as they spread and at som.e distance from. the diffuser behave like a
two-dim.ensional jet. Uniform. flow situations are often found in rivers,
estuaries and coastal waters. In this chapter we will discuss the effect
of jet interaction on the overall dilution of the waste discharged from. a
diffuser. The range of the governing flow param.eters is estim.ated
considering various waste disposal problenls.
III-l Jet Interference
Diffusers for ocean outfall pipes are som.etim.es designed so that
interaction between the rising jets is avoided before the sewage field
is established at the sea surface or at som.e neutrally buoyant level.
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It is believed that jet interference would hamper the over-all rate of
dilution between the discharged effluent and the ambient ocean water.
Let us therefore first compare the mixing efficiency of a two -dimen-
sional momentum jet and a row of round momentum jets. Assume that
the volume and momentum fluxes per unit length are the same for both
arrangements. This gives us the following relation:
7T D ZB =n-4 - (8 )
where n is the number of ports per unit length of the diffuser, D the jet
diameter of each individual port, and B the width of the jet from the slot.
The relative jet flow as a function of the distance, s, from the
source may be written, Albertson, et al (1950), for a slot jet
and for a three-dimensional jet
s
0.32 D
(9)
(10)
To define when interaction occurs we have to assign a character-
istic local width to the round jet. Let t be the nominal jet half-width,
1
that is, the radius at the point where the local jet velocity equals - of
e
the centerline velocity. 2 t is then a measure of the local jet width
and we may define interaction between the individual jets when
n·2t> 1
A simple jet expands linearly with distance from the sour ceo
(11 )
Applying the concept of entrainment for analyzing jet diffusion - see
Fan (1967) and Fan and Brooks (1969) -we may express the growth of
- 10 -
the round jet by:
t=2as (12)
where a is the coefficient of entraimnent. ExperiITlents by Albertson
et al. (1950), later confirITled by Ricou and Spalding (1961), give
a = 0.057 and we arrive at
2 t = O. 228 s
Hence, jet interference occurs when
n s > 4.4
(13 )
(14)
Let us cOITlpare the rate of dilution for the two outlet arrangeITlents in
the range where no interaction occurs. The ratio between these two
dilutions is denoted by R and for sn < 4. 4 we have
(Jl.\
'Q .
R = \ 0/
(
Q \
-)Q
o
row of ports
line source
.1-
= O. 45 (sn) 2 (15 )
At the point of interaction sn = 4.4 and R = 0.95. Hence, the
over-all dilution produced by the jets will be practically the saITle for
the two arrangeITlents. The line source obviously entrains aITlbient fluid
ITlore effectively than the row of individual jets close to the source. that
IS when s n < 4.4.
Now, let us as SUITle that the line source, as well as the row of
point sources, is characterized by initial flux of buoyancy only. Using
the result of Rouse et al. (1952), we ITlay write the flow rate of the
three-diITlensional pluITle as
1-
Q (b\8 5/3
- = O. 15: -; • s
n \n/ (16)
where b, as previously, denotes the buoyancy flux per unit length. SiITlilarly,
for the two-diITlensionalplurne referring again to Rouse, et al. (1952) we
get
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~
Q = 0.57 b 3 s (17 )
Compare a row of point sources-n per length unit-with a line
source, both arrangements having the same flux of buoyancy per length
unit. As before, let us say that the plumes from the row of orifices
interact when
n 0 2t>1 (18)
For a simple round plumeJthe plume half-width is found to be,
Morton, et al. (1956)
6t = -a s5 (19)
With the entrainment coefficient a = 0.082 for this case, as
indicated by the experiments of Rouse et al. (1952), we arrive at
nOs> 5. 1 (20 )
as a criterion for plume interaction. A ratio of dilutions R is defined
as before:
R =
(it \ row of ports
\ 0) = 0.26 (ns)2/3
/Q \ line source
: Q i
\. 0/
(21 )
When the plumes from the diffuser start to interact, that is at a distance
where n • s = S. 1, we find that R = O. 78. This means that, for a given
b-value, when the spacing of the ports is so close that the plumes actually
interfere before reaching the sea surface or the leyel of submergence of the
sewage field, then the rate of initial mixing win be increased. (Note that
this is not an argument for a shqrt diffuser vs. a longer one. )
A diffuser, however, is usually designed with horizontal ports
along both sides of the pipe. In this case, interaction between the rising
buoyant jets from the two rows of ports may significantly reduce the
degree of initial mixing, see Fig. 2.
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sz
Possible local
recirculation
Fig. 2 Interaction between the rising buoyant jets of a diffuser.
Take the case of just one row of outlet ports along one of the diffuser
sides as the reference case for comparison of the rate of initial
mixing. Let us assume that the ports are so closely spaced that the
mixing resembles that from a true line source. Obviously, this gives
us the most efficient mixing for a given initial flux of buoyancy per unit
length of the diffuser. Compare this case with a conventional diffuser
arrangement having ports distributed on both sides of the pipe but with
the same total flux of buoyancy per unit length of the diffuser. Assume
that the mixing can be characterized by two non-interacting line sources
of buoyancy only. From Eq. (l7) it follows that this may increase the
initial dilution by afaetor 2 2 / 3 , that is roughly by 600/'0. Onthe
other hand, if the plumes from the two line sources start interacting
as they rise towards the sea surface, this may reduce the dilution of
the sewage due to local recirculation, see Fig. 2, to be approximately
equivalent to the reference case. Obviously, in a real situation
- 13 -
characterized also by initial flux of horizontal momentum some inter-
action may occur between the sewage jets from the two sides of the
diffuser the over-all effect on the initial mixing depending on the flow
parameters and the scaling of the flow field. Jet interference and related
problems of diffuser design have recently been studied by Liseth (1970)
at u. C. Berkeley.
III-2 Practical Problems
Two problems of waste water disposal will be discussed: dis-
charge of heated cooling water into a river and marine disposal of
sewage. In both cases we assume that the outfall facilities are equi-
valent to a single line source. If we have a uniformly flowing and
homogeneous environment, then the present model of a buoyant slot
jet applies. The two situations chosen cover a very wide range in
the governing parameters.
A. Thermal diffusion of condenser water in a river.
Structures for condenser water discharge can be designed for
the purpose of achieving a high degree of initial dilution or alternatively,
to produce almost complete stratification - surface spreading of the
warm water - in which case heat loss to the atmosphere is a major
contribution to the reduction of exces s temperature in the outfall area.
An intermediate situation where both atmospheric heat exchange and
mixing are important may be the most appropriate way of meeting water
quality standards and reducing recirculation. A broad discussion of
the mechanics of condenser water discharge in rivers has been given
by Harleman (1969).
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The data characterizing cooling water dis c h a r g e sma y
vary considerably from case to case. The following set of data are
chosen as representative mean values:
Excess temperature of the 6T = lOoedis charged cooling water
The corresponding relative ~ -3~ 2.10density difference p
Rate of condenser water 0.3 m 2 Isq =flow per unit diffuser length
The corresponding discharge
u. = 1 mlsvelocity J
Ambient river velocity u = 0.2 mlsa
Depth H = 5m
Hence, the momentum flux m = 0.3 m 2 Is and the buoyancy flux
b = 6 • 10- 3 m 3 Is 3 , and we have as governing parameters for these proto-
type conditions:
k =5
F = 1. 3 (F-values may vary considerably)
v = 3
8 varying
The density difference between the sea water and the sewage is
usually about 25 kg/m3 , which gives a value of the relative density
difference ~ =25 • 10- 3 . Assume that the diffuser is designed for ap
discharge of 1 m 3 Is sewage per 100 m length of the diffuser and that
there is sufficient head to jet the sewage out horizontally at a velocity
of 2 ml s. The depth may be 30 m and the ocean current perpendicular
to the outfall pipe may have a typical speed of say 0.05 m/s. This will
give us the following set of variable1>:
- 15 -
q = 0.01 m 2 /s
O. 02 m 3 Is 2m =
b = 2. 5 . 10- 3 m 3 Is 3
u = 0.05m/s
a
H = 30 m
8 = 0
The dimensionless numbers to define the flow problem are then:
k = 40
F = 0.05
v = 150
A = 0
III-3 Scale Models
Physical models are frequently used to study waste disposal
problems. Therefore it could be of interest to add to the result of
the dimensional analysis some considerations for the proper scaling
of this type of flow phenomenon.
The basic concept of dynamic similarity requires that two systems
of geometric boundary similarity have similar flow patterns at corres-
ponding instants of time. In free surface flow the Froude number F R
defined below must be equal in model and prototype:
F =R
2
U
a
gH (22 )
To reproduce the density effects properly, the densimetric
Froude number F D must be equal in m.odel and prototype:
- 16 -
2
U
F = a
D Q2.. Hp g
(23 )
If dynamic free surface effects must be modelled as well as buoyancy
effects, the chosen relative density difference 6p/p must remain un-
scaled. However, in diffusion models, similarity based on F D only
(the buoyancy effect) is usually sufficient and 6p / p may be increased in
the model to increase the model velocities.
The non-linearity of the equation of state
p = f (salinity, temperature) (24)
usually has to be considered when the reference values of salinity or
temperature are selected in the model. Furthermore, dynamic simi-
larity requires the individual jets of the outfall structure to be repro-
duced by the same jet Froude number F., previously defined, as in the
J
prototype.
The effect of gravity is fairly easy to model, whereas it may be
impossible to reproduce properly the viscous effects. In the model the
Reynolds number, R , must be large enough to ensure turbulent flow
e
conditions. Interfacial resistance generally depends on the Reynolds
number, which may cause some scale effects in the model.
Thermal models require special considerations. A vertically
distorted model may be necessary to simulate the heat exchange with the
environment over a large area. But to reproduce the flow field in the
immediate proximity of the diffuser, neither viscous effects nor heat
dissipation should cause any serious scaling problems; see for instance
Ackers (969).
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CHAPTER IV
A BUOY ANT SLOT JET INTO STAGNANT ENVIRONMENT
IV -1 Theory
A theoretical solution for the case of a horizontal, buoyant slot
jet in stagnant, homogeneous water has been presented by Abraham
(1963). Abraham r s solution follows the integral approach assuming
that the lateral velocity and buoyancy profiles are approximately
Gaussian. The theory is based on empirical functions for the spread
of mass and momentum where the rate of spread is introduced as a
function of the local angle of inclination of the jet trajectory. The
following equations have to be solved:
two momentum flux equations
geometric relations for the jet trajectory
empirical spread relations for momentum and mass
Abraham~makes the usual Bous sinesq approximation, that is, that
density differences can be ignored in all terms except the gravity term,
and presents a numerical solution to his system of equations.
Fan and Brooks (1969) have presented a variety of numerical
solutions to jet diffusion problems also, including the two -dimensional
buoyant jet in uniform and linearly stratified environment. The angle
of injection is left as a variable in these calculations. The theory is
based on the principle of entrainment, first proposed by Morton,
Taylor, and Turner (1956) which Fan and Brooks advocate as being more
......
00
Pump
.,.---- .....
" ......
I
Reservoir
540L
Constant
head tank
Manifold
Outlet pipe
Flow meter
Air bleed~f
Fig. 3 Laboratory set-up for experiments with buoyant slot jets.
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simple and more logical from a physical point of view. The concept of
entrainment provides an equation for the conservation of the volume flux
which actually was by-passed by Abraham. Hence, the following
equations have to be solved
conservation of volume flux
two momentum flux equations
geometric relations for the jet trajectory
The two theories give practically the same result (Fan and Brooks (1966)).
IV-2 Laboratory Study.
Experiments were conducted in a 2 -foot wide flume to determine
the trajectories of the jet as well as the centerline dilution of the dis-
charged effluent.':< Figs. 3 and 4 show a sketch of the experimental set-
up. A slot detail is given in Fig. 4. The slot width was 1/16 inch and the
wall thickness of the outlet pipe 1/8 inch. With this aspect ratio of the slot,
contraction of the jet could be neglected. Hence, the initial jet diameter
equals the slot width. The outlet arrangement was found to produce a
uniform efflux from the slot. Salt solutions were used to model the vari-
ation in density. Temperature differences were les s than 2 0 C for all the
test runs. Hence, the density variations induced by temperature fluctuations
could be negle cted. The experiments were performed by jetting heavier
salt solutions into fresh water. Because similarity is achieved according
to Froude I slaw (Fj is significant not F R)' it makes no difference whether
the apparent gravity acts up or down. This technique has been employed
previously in laboratory studies on jet diffusion, see Fan (1967) and
Cederwall (1968).
>:::
The build-up of a surface field of jet effluent mixture in a stagnant
environment may be the design condition in a real case considering
water quality requirements. This hydraulic problem has not been
studied.
N
o
I q, p+6p
Slot detail
2 inches --.. -- ,filter
1/16 inch l
T
1/8 inch
. x -4 u· -~-
Slot jet width B::::l Slot Wi~th J
Ua .
~
p y H=O.5m
2-foot wide flume
Fig. 4 Outlet arrangements for experiments with a buoyant slot jet.
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Two methods were used for determining centerline concentra-
tion and the curvature of the jet: in-situ measurements with a
conductivity probe or sampling with a simple sucking device. The
conductivity probe was developed at the W. M. Keck Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology; see Fig. 5. A detailed information
sheet on the probe design is given by Okoye (1970). The probe was
mounted on a tiltable point gage, fixed to a carriage on top of the flume.
For calibration of the probe, standard solutions were used prepared from
dry salt dissolved in distilled water. Hence, the background salinity of
the flume water had to be accounted for when evaluating the dilution. A
single channel Sanborn recorder with an 1100 AS Carrier Pre -Amplifier
was used. The bridge circuit for the conductivity measurements is
described by Koh (1964). In addition, photos were taken to study the
gross behavior of the jet. Since the experimental technique was
essentially the same as used by the references cited above, no detailed
description of the procedure will be given in this report.
Fig. 5 The conductivity probe. The three electrodes
are l/8-inch square each and spaced 1/16-inch
apart. The two outside plates are electrical
ground.
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Table I. Experim.ents with horizontal buoyant slot jets in stagnant,
The initial slot jet width B=I. 57 • -3uniform. environm.ent. 10 m..
Position of jet axis Centerline dilutionRUN F. at sam.pling sectionJ y x S
m.
cm. cm.
1 17.2 4.9 10.4 5.2 .'--,.
2 18. 9 13.8 18. 0 9. 2 .,--"
3 16. 1 13. 7 16.0 9. 8 .,--,.
4 25.2 12.0 22.6 8.2 >}~
5 15.2 27.0 16.2 15. 1
6 20. 7 19.2 19.8 13.8
7 17.2 17.6 18. 5 II. 5
8 16.8 33.5 20.5 19.0
9 15.0 33.5 18. 5 19. 6
10 15.2 28.8 16. 7 17.8
11 19.6 24.0 21. 4 13.2
12 14.8 15. 7 14.3 12. 9
13 16. 0 9.0 II. 9 7.8
14 19. 6 9.2 15.3 8.6
15 13. 6 6.6 8.6 7.4
':~ Determ.ined from. in- situ m.easurem.ents with a conductivity
probe; the other data are from. sam.pling.
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The experimental variables ranged as follows:
B = 1.57' 10-3 m
H = 0.50 m
6n -3-3
--J:... varied from 4 • 10 to 17 • 10
P
u. varied from O. 2 to 1.0 m/ s
J
8 = 0
The jet Reynolds number, defined as
2u. B
R . = 1
eJ v (25)
where v is the kinematic vis cosity, ranged from about 600 to 3000. The
jet flow was always turbulent. The results of the experimental runs are
listed in Table 1.
Fig. 6 shows experimental data from measurements in- situ with
the conductivity probe. The centerline dilution S is defined by
m
S =
m
(26)
where Co and c b are the concentrations of the jet effluent and the back-
ground concentration of the ambient water respectively. c is then the
m
estimated centerline concentration to give the best fit to a Gaussian
distribution of the lateral concentration profile. c is a local concentration
c - c
measured within the jet. In Fig. 6, b was plotted against (r/Ab)2
c
m
- c b
on a semi-log graph where r is the lateral c~ordinate, b the nominal half-
width of the jet according to theory of Fan and Brooks (1969), and A a
spreading ratio between mass and momentum given a value O. 89 as
suggested by these authors. r = 0 was established by measuring on both
sides of the plume axis. It is obvious from the graph of Fig. 6 that a
Gaus sian distribution fits the data,and that observed and predicted rate
of jet expansion are in good agreement.
N
~
o
Gaussian distribution
e
•
~
~
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Fig. 6 Observed lateral distributions of concentration for horizontal, buoyant,
slot jet in stagnant environment.
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Let x and y be the horizontal and vertical coordinates respect-
ively. When plotting the jet trajectory ~, ~ it follows from dimensional
arguments that F. is a single free pararrleter when the effect of viscosity
J
can be neglected. Analyzing the set of equations that Abraham proposes
for solving the problem of the horizontal slot jet, we find that the following
relations hold for the jet curvature:
Y. -4/3 f 1 (6)F. =B J
x . -4/3 f 2 (8)F . =B J
(27)
(28 )
Fig. 7
tures with the
where 8 is the local angle of inclination of the jet trajectory. The effect
of the zone of flow establishment has then been neglected requiring that
the point on the trajectory is not too close to the source. Hence, using
Abraham's approach that specifies the rate of growth of the jet as a
function of 8, the theoretical jet paths collapse when plotted on a graph
Y -4/3 x -4/3
of BFj vs. 13Fj . It can also be shown that Abraham's theory leads
to a similar result for the three-dimensional buoyant jet where BFj-l IS
a unique function of ~Fj-l (D is then the jet diameter. )
is a graphical representation of the theoretical jet curva-
d · . I d' t h YF- 4 / 3 d x F- 4 / 3ImenSl0n ess coor Ina es c osen as B j an 13 j .
The jet trajectories determined by the theory suggested by Fan and Brooks
do not collapse; however, as shown by the graph, the curves for F. =8
J
and F. =32 are fairly close. A constant a-value of O. 16 and It = 0.89 were
J
used to calculate these curves, which choice assumes the buoyancy effect
on the entrainment to be predominant (see Fan and Brooks (1969».
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Fan and Brooks
F:"=8J
Fan and Brooks
ff=32J
Experiments
F. ~16: 0
JF: >16: •
J
6
10 r--,--,--......,.--r---r----r-__--r-~_n__......,
8
4
1.0
0.5 '--..&..-..........L.....L.....I...4_..L..LI_--L_.L.-"""--.l.-L....I.-'
0.5
3
J....~-4/3
8 j 2
Fig. 7 Graphical representation of the theoretical jet trajectory
for a horizontal, buoyant slot jet in stagnant environment
and comparison with experimental data. The curves of
Fan and Brooks (1969) are based on a = O. 16 and A = O. 89.
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The parameters chosen for the graphical representation of the
jet trajectory make comparison between theory and experiment very
convenient. The experimental data seem to fit the theory of Fan and
Brooks better than Abraham's - especially for F. < 16.
J
It would be convenient to have a graphical representation of the
centerline dilution similar to the jet curvature, not only for design
purposes, but also for comparing theoretical and observed dilution
data. If we again look at Abraham! s solution technique, we find that the
following relation can be deduced from the basic equations
_.1.
! \ 2
S \ L . = f 3 (S)m,B. (29)
l
! \-2
Hence, Abrahrrn's approach gives Sm\'§'; as a unique function of, for
I '2 ~ ( ,-1
instance, \i/ Fj-;J. (Similarly for the three-dimensionaljet,Sm\E) IS
a function of 'l F j- l). This grouping of the parameters takes the case
studied by Rouse, Yih and Humphreys (1952) who gave the centerline
-,-
dilution for a two - dimensional plume as: -,-
I) 2S = 0.39 ',L
B
F~3
m \ J
(30 )
F. small
J
It is interesting to note that the theoretical solution of Fan and Brooks
l
I \-2
almost collapses into one curve when plotted in a graph of S i LB ) vs.l m \ /
\/ LB12F~i (see Fig. 8). For F. ranging from 8 to 32 the deviation between/ J J
the curves is negligible. The position of the curve of Fan and Brooks for
,;, In terms of dilution their result was actually S = -.L
2
6 Q2.. b -iy .
m . p
We arrive at Eq. (30) by defining b according to Eq. (3). Hence,
Eq. (30) is a true plume solution despite the fact that F. appears
as flow parameter. J
(
y)-1/2
Sm B
3
2
1.0
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Experiments
F.~16:0
J
F: >16: •
J
Fan and Brooks
fi"=8-32
J
0.5
0.5 1.0 2
1/2(~) ·f2/3
3 4 5
Fig. 8 Graphical representation of the theoretical centerline
dilution for a horizontal, buoyant slot jet in stagnant
environment and comparison with experimental data.
The theoretical relation of Fan and Brooks (1969) is
based on a = 0.16 and A = 0.89.
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F. = 8 - 32 depends on the choice of value of the coefficients a and A..
]
By varying A, keeping a constant, the curve mov~s horizontally whereas
a change in a, with A constant, moves points on the curve along a straight
line with the slope -1, if a log-log paper is used. For a = o. 16 and
coincides with that of Abraham
2
• F~3 where the buoyancy effect on the mixing is
] ~
predominant but the curves differ significantly in the range of ~i)2Fj-~
Ie = o. 89, the solution of Fan and Brooks
~
i \2
in the range of I :::L:\B.
where initial flux of momentum predominates, i. e. close to the source.
~( \2 E.
To get the curves to collapse in this range of \i/ F j- 3 the value of a
has to be reduced to about 60%, that is from o. 16 to 0.095. The latter
value is rather close to the a value that has been found characterizing
a two -dimensional momentum jet, that is a = o. 069.
The experimental data are in reasonable agreement with the
theories.
10225
LN
o
Fig. 9 A horizontal, buoyant, slot jet in stagnant, am.bient fluid. u =0, F.=10.2.
a J
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CHAPTER V
A BUOY ANT SLO T JET INTO A FLOWING ENVIRONMENT
A natural body of water such as the ocean is always in motion.
Ocean currents not only affect the transportation and spreading of the
established sewage field following the disposal of waste water, but
also change the jet mixing characteristics. Even if the current speed is
very smali in relation to the jet velocity, the current effect can still be
significant. Similarly, in rivers and estuaries there are problems of
initial mixing not sufficiently studied.
In this chapter we will discuss the gross behavior of a buoyant slot
jet in a confined, uniformly flowing environment. This represents theo-
retically a very complex problem since there are three vector quantities
involved; namely, the initial flux of momentum, the ambient flow and
gravity. We will find that the typical jet or plume flow pattern does not
exist for a wide range of the governing paraITleters. Hence, an extension
of the integration technique used successfully for solving many jet and
plume problems in a stagnant environment has no gene ral application
to the present flow phenomenon. This study will be mainly empirical,
the primary objective being to find dimensionless criteria for the basic
flow regimes.
V-I Experimental Procedure
Experiments were conducted in the 2 -foot wide flume previously
used for the tests with a stagnant ambient fluid, Fig. 10. Most of the runs,
however, were made in a 6-inch wide flume well suited for photographic
W
N
Downstream
filter
and gate
Flume depth =0.6 m
Flume width =0.6 m
-----
Outfall section
For details see
Figs:3 and 4
Horizontal buoyant slot jet
I
~
1.2m-J 3.5m
Flume entrance
and upstream
filter
... .~I-.----- 5.0m I',~IO.7m -1 ~I.omt
Fig. lO. The 2 -foot wide fluITle in section used for experiITlents with a horizontal,
buoyant slot jet.
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recording of the flow pattern, Fig. 11. The m.axim.um. flow depth of both
of these flum.es is about O. Sm.. The flum.e velocities varied from. 0.01
m./s to about 0.06 m./s. By injecting vertical streaks of dye into the
flum.e the upstream. and downstream. filters were adjusted to provide a
uniform. flow field and the velocity was determ.ined.
Apart from. having flowing water in the flum.e, the experim.ental
procedure was very m.uch the sam.e as described in Chapter IV. Heavier
jet effluent was inj ected into the am.bient flow at the surface. As boundary
layer effects were sm.all, this case is equivalent to injecting lighter fluid
at the bottom. of the flum.e. The photos of Figs. 15 to 18 have been
turned upside down to illustrate this latter flow situation in agreem.ent
with the basic as sum.ptions as given by the definition sketch of Fig. 1.
The sm.aller flum.e had an injection device which allowed the slot width
and the angle of injection to vary (see Fig. 11). The background level
of salinity and dye was kept low by frequently changing the reservoir
waters of the flum.es.
V-2 Predicted Flow Regim.es
We m.ay define two different flow regim.es depending on whether
or not there occurs upstream. intrusion of the m.ixt_ure of jet effluent and
am.bient fluid. This phenom.enon is essentially the sam.e as we find in
partly m.ixed estuaries: saltwater intrusion caused by the density
difference between fresh and saline water. In the present case, how-
ever, we m.ay have a surface wedge of diluted "waste water" that pene-
trates upstream. of the outfall since we have assum.ed that the discharged
fluid was lighter than the am.bient fluid.
Injector detai I
sideframes attached _, silicon rubber seal
to flume walls
dampening material
2 inch plastic pipe
I,
..
sliding plate
The injector device
cou Id be rotate d to
give different initial
angles of the jet.
~.... I 1/16 inch
U.
J
w
~
Upstream
filter Outfall section
1/8 inch
slot opening
Downstream
filter
u[ -2m .1. -3m :~t -Sm ,
-...... "-Buoyant slot jet
valve
Flume width: O.15m
Flume depth:"IO.5m
Fig. 11 Section of the 6 -inch wide fluITle with slot detail used for experiITlents
with a buoyant slot jet.
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The ITlechanisITl of intrusion of a surface wedge is described by
the stratified flow systeITl shown in Fig. 12. AssuITle steady flow and
hOITlogeneous, iITlITliscible layers differing by 6p"in density. ~ and Ck
are the flow rates of the two layers per unit width. If the bottoITl is
horizontal and we neglect vertical accelerations, the equations of ITlotion
ITlay be written as
dH
-pgH1 -d +1".x 1 (31 )
(p+6P') ~ dH
-pgH2 dx 6p'gH dH2 - (1"1. + T b )2 dx (32 )
.
P ------ °1 HI
-...::::::::
~ :::--tIIo..1:
, ~p+!:lp -.-.: -~ H-..;
----..", °2 H2
X
(33 )
Fig. 12 Two-layer stratified flow systeITl.
To describe the arrested surface wedge situation (see Fig. 13) aSSUITle
C4 := O. Using a Boussinesq assuITlption Eqs. (31) and (32) reduce to
(34)
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sz
~ Q-AP' iH, Q1 =0P -H2
°2 ....
Fig. 13 An arrested surface wedge.
The following definitions are made
2 rQ ...,2, 2 I (35 )T b = pB LH2 J
H 2
Il = H
S x= -H
where A and B are constants relating the shear stresses to the mean
velocity.
Eq. (34) may now be written
dll _ A 2 + B2 (l - 1l)
dS - (l - F-1 1l3 ) (l -1l)
D
(36 )
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which is the normalized differential equation for the arrested surface
wedge (Ql =0), and is very similar to the corresponding relation for
an arrested bottom wedge.
dYlFor an arre sted surface wedge de: < O. As the factor (1-Yl) in the
denominator of Eq. (36) is small but positive then (1 - F~ Yl3 ) must be
negative or,
F D < Yl 3 • (37 )
Since Yl = 1 upstream of the wedge, a necessary condition for the wedge
to form is F D < 1; otherwise negative values of ~2 are impos sible. A
3
dimensionless critical depth Yl
c
may be defined as: Yl
c
=JFD = Hc/H and,
Yl < Yl < 1 (38)
c
for an arre sted wedge.
A densimetric Froude number characterizing the flow of the lower
layer is written (see Fig. 13):
Q~
=
H36p '
-g
P
(39 )
<
and is always =1. For occurrence of critical flow, there must be a control
such as an overfall or sill (as for ordinary open channel flow).
A critical condition was first formulated by Stommel and Farmer
(1953) for the surface flow at the transition to the ocean in case of a salt-
water wedge penetrating upstream in a river (Fig. 14b). For a surface
wedge, a critical flow situation may be established, for instance, above an
outfall pipe lying on the river bottom causing the flow section to be locally
reduced. Hence, referring to Fig. 14a we have Q~ IfH2 _62)3 g 6{ ] = 1.
Q =01-
p
Q2~
Outfall structure
Q
1
p He
w
00
Fig. l4(a) Critical flow of the lower layer
established above an outfall
structure.
Ocean
Fig. l4(b) A sim.ilar situation for a
salt water wedge penetrating
upstream. in a river. The flow
of the surface layer is critical
at the transition to the ocean.
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In order to completely expel the wedge in a section where the
flow is critical, '1 -> 1, and consequently, as a criterion for no upstream
c
intrusion of the surface wedge, F D must be equal to or greater than one.
In case of a buoyant slot jet discharged at the bottom of the flume,
the density difference must be reduced to account for the effect of mixing.
Assuming complete mixing, the initial density difference of the efflux,
6p / p, should be divided by the volume flux ratio V in order to get 6p 1/ P
for the two-layer system; thus
3
U
a F= =b (40 )
Hence, assuming complete mixing between jet effluent and ambient flow,
>the criterion for no upstream intrusion states that F = 1. However, the
relative density deficiency of the jet effluent mixture reaching the surface
layer may exceed 6p /(p V)due to poor mixing. In such a situation the
criterion for no upstream intrusion has to be reformulated as
S > > V
F • V = 1 or F =S (41 )
where S is the actual dilution of the jet effluent in the surface region.
< > V >S = V and hence F = S = 1.
The dis cus sion so far has been based on the one -dimensional
analysis of the simple stratified flow system defined by Fig. 12. The
complexity of the problem is well described by Benjamin (1968) in his
paper on "Gravity Currents and Related Phenomena". Benjamin finds
that the dynamical coupling between the two phases of the flow system
is an essential factor. In case of great depth relative to the thickness
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of the upper layer - the uncoupled situation - the velocity of the wedge
may be estimated by assuming energy-conserving flow. The relative
speed of the wedge is found to be critical or close to critical (the densi-
metric Froude number of the surface flow is unity or close to unity)
which result is also confirmed by experiments, Abbot (1961). Hence,
in case of complete mixing between jet effluent and oncoming flow the
arrested surface wedge is characterized by
u a ~ [ (~ •~ ) ghJt
h
H small
(42 )
where h is some typical thickness of the upper layer close to the tip of
the wedge. From Eq. (42) follows that
(43 )
describes an arrested surface wedge which is thin relative to the depth
of the flow.
The one-dimensional analysis of the two-layer flow system
provided us with the framework for clas sification of flow regimes. It
emphasized the significance of the source Froude number F for describing
upstream intrusion of jet effluent. However, there are other features of
the present diffusion problem more related to the characteristics of the
source which in this case has both initial flux of momentum and buoyancy.
The general flow situation is surprisingly complex and any attempt to
formulate dimensionless flow regime criteria must be based on experi-
mental findings. Hence, let us first look at some results of the experi-
mental investigation.
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Fig. 15 shows a critical situation with respect to upstream
intrusion of jet effluent observed in one of the test runs with horizontal,
buoyant slot jets. In this study critical flow will be defined as the sit-
uation in which the formation of a surface wedge is incipient at a reference
section. The reference section indicated in Fig. 15 is pushed down-
stream of the outfall about two flow depths due to the effect of initial
flux of momemtum.
Similarly, Fig. 16 illustrates a subcritical flow situation. The
wedge has penetrated a short distance upstream from the reference section
and is arrested; that is, the velocity of propagation induced by the density
deficit is balanced by the velocity of the ambient flow.
Another flow situation is illustrated by a vertical slot jet having
a high rate of initial flux of momentum. The jet flow then hits the surface
almost perpendicularly and an upstream wedge is due to the very effect of
the deflection at the surface (see Fig. 17). On the other hand, if the rate
of entrainment of horizontal momentum relative to the flux of vertical
momentum is high, the jet is bent over and may be swept downstream
when reaching the surface (see Fig. 18). In this particular case, the
upstream intrusion of the jet effluent is hampered.
The over-all mixing between jet effluent and ambient flow down-
stream of the outfall is of special interest from an engineering point of
view. The rate of dilution of the dis char ged fluid is, for instance, a measure
of the rate of teITlperature reduction in the case of a thermal waste-water
discharge.
Reference Section
Outfall section
10226
Fig. 15 A horizontal, buoyant, slot jet in a co-flowing stream. The surface
>-I:>-
N
wedge is completely expelled. F =O. 90; v =5 0; and k = 8.
Reference Section Outfall Section
10 22 '(
Fig. 16 A horizontal, buoyant, slot jet in a co-flowing stream. The surface
wedge penetrates a certain distance upstream from the reference
section. F=O. 48; V=27; and k=15.
0+:-
w
Fig. 17 A vertical, buoyant, slot jet in a cross stream. The wedge is due
to the effect of deflecti~n at the surface. Run 84. F=O. 13; V=9;
and k=41.
Depending on the downstream conditions, the "unpolluted II water
volumes downstream of the blocking outfall jet may ultimately be
recirculated by water mixed with jet effluent.
102 2 8
~
~
102 2 9
Fig. 18 A vertical, buoyant, slot jet in a cross stream. The jet flow is
swept downstream due to entrainment of horizontal momentum
of ambient flow. Run 83. F=O. 57; V=23; and k=17.
Depending on the downstream conditions, the "unpolluted" water
volumes downstream of the blocking outfall jet may ultimately be
recirculated by water mixed with jet effluent.
~
\J1
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In a confined region the oncoITling flow will always be cOITlpletely
entrained by the flow froITl the slot and no aITlbient flow can "leak ll through
the buoyant jet if it penetrates the full depth and does not disintegrate
into ribbons. However, there ITlay be insufficient turbulence to produce
a cOITlpletely ITlixed flow field downstreaITl and close to the outfall.
Ultin1ately, there will always be a uniforITl ITlixture of jet effluent and
ambient flow far downstreaITl froITl the outfall section.
When the buoyant, slot jet cannot entrain all the oncoITling flow
while ITlaintaining the free buoyant jet flow pattern, the jet breaks up and
efficient ITlixing takes place. For the purpose of this study we will call
such a situation for ced entrainITlent.
One way to achieve well-ITlixed conditions is by using an efficient
diffuser that ensures a high degree of initial jet ITlixing. Hence, it is of
interest to know in SOITle detail how the over-all ITlixing varies with the
design and operation of a diffuser. The slot arrangeITlent used in the
present investigation is a siITlple but well-defined diffuser.
The graphical representation of observed flow regiITles IS COITl-
plicated by the fact that the general flow situation - a buoyant slot jet in
aITlbient flow - is characterized by four diITlensionless parameters. How-
ever, we ITlay shorten the list of independent variables selected on page
3 to define the probleITl by oITlitting q, the voluITle flux froITl the source.
It is the initial flux of ITlOITlentUITl and buoyancy that significantly affects
the dynaITlics of the present flow phenomenon, not the ITlass or voluITle
flux from the source. Hence, the new list of independent variables is
as follows:
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For the source:
kinematic momentum flux
kinematic buoyancy flux
angle of injection
and for the ambient flow:
velocity
depth
m = u~BJ
b =~ gu.BP J
8
u
a
H
flux from the source on the
Vdata in a F vs. k graph.
The flow problem is now described by three dimensionles s numbers
chosen as
1. a source Froude number
3
U
F = .2:-b
2. a momentum flux ratio
u
2 H u 2 HV a a
= =k --rn- ~Bu.
J
3. the angle of injection, e
Hence, by keeping 8 constant we may conveniently plot the experimental
F expres ses the relative effect of buoyancy
process of diffusion and : measures the
ratio of momentum flux of the ambient flow and the source.
Neither the simple plume (buoyancy source) nor the simple jet
(momentum source) has any characteristic length. However, a buoyant
jet has a typical length characterizing the source which we may define as
2
m/b3 . Hence, as an alternative parameter to the momentum flux ratio
we can formulate a dimensionless number P equal to the ratio between
the flow depth and this characteristic source length
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(44)
P is of interest because it does not include the velocity of the
ambient flow. It is a parameter scaling the size of the flow phenomenon
relative to the flow depth. For P > P we may consider the depth so large
o
that in a region close to the source the free surface has no effect, and
-,-
-,-
the flow domain may be regarded as semi-infinite.
Fig. 19 is a graphical :;.<epresentation of possible flow regimes.
The general flow situation is in the center of the graph. It is surrounded
by the limiting caseS. In theupper right corner of the graph)input of
buoyancy and momentum from the source can be considered negligible.
The diffusion is then due to ambient turbulence only.
V -3 Observed Flow Regime s
Experiments were conducted for two cases: A = 0 0 , a horizontal,
buoyant jet directed downstream; and 8 = 90 0 , a buoyant jet issued verti-
cally. The results of these two sets of experiments will be discussed
separately.
A buoyant slot jet in a uniform, coflowing stream (8 = 0 0 ).
The injector device for the buoyant slot jet did not penetrate
deeper than about 2 cm into the ambient flow. Although the outfall structure
in the experiments may not have induced critical flow as illustrated by Fig.
14a, nevertheles s a critical flow section must occur somewhere for cases
with an upstream wedge. From a practical standpoint, possible penetration
of jet effluent upstream of the outfall section is of interest as well as the
over-all mixing as related to the design and operation of the diffuser.
-,-
-,-
Large P-values also indicate a source of predominant buoyancy flux.
In this case the only remaining important parameter is F.
The Source Froude number
US
F = -2.b
100
Simple jets in
ambient flow
"Nothing"
(Diffusion of "leaking"
tracer from source due
to ambient turbulence)
~
-0
Simple plumes in
ambient flow
(Rouse's solution)
The momentum flux fatio
V u:H
-:-
k utBJ100
H
P
_ H -2/3 V
- =F
m/b2 / 3 k
10
Buoyant jets in
ambient flow
0.10.01
0.1 I I I m= uj BI I .,
1.0
b
Slmple jets I 10
u -0a
0.01
Buoyant jets
Uo-O
Simple plumes
uaSli$O
Fig. 19 Graphical representation of flow regim.es keeping e = constant.
The general flow situation in the center of the graph is surrounded
by the lim.iting cases. The param.eter P is the ratio between the
2
floW" depth H and a characteristic length rn/b3 of the source.
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It was found to be convenient to relate the formation of a surface
wedge to a reference section downstream from the outfall as indicated by
Figs. 15 and 16. A surface wedge established at the reference station
- here called a subcritical situation - may penetrate upstream from the
diffuser. If the jet is swept downstream when reaching the surface at
the reference section - here called a supercritical situation - then there
will be no jet effluent upstream from the diffuser section. A critical situation
corresponds to the case of an incipient surface wedge at the reference
section.
Altogether, seventy-three experiments were conducted with a
horizontal slot jet. The experiments covered a wide range of both the
Froude number F and the momentum flux ratio ~. By observation of
the diffusion of the dyed jet effluent, twenty-one of these runs, listed
in Table 2, were classified as representing critical flow situations
with respect to upstream intrusion of the jet fluid relative to a reference
section. Those flow situations that could maintain a free buoyant jet flow
pattern are listed in Table 3; Fig. 9 with u .....0 is an extreme case illustrating
a
this situation. The data of Tables 2 and 3 are plotted in a F vs. ~ graph in Fig. 20.
To summarize the result, the experimental data have revealed
that the gros s Froude number F is the important parameter determining
the flow regimes. Critical conditions with respect to upstream intrusion
of jet effluent related to a reference section downstream of the outfall
were observed when F was of the order of unity. The surface wedge is
then expelled from the reference section - clearly expelled from the
outfall section. Those flow situations that could maintain a free jet
or plume -like flow pattern all satisfied the condition F < O. 2 in the range
Table 2. Observed critical flow situations for a horizontal slot jet.
(The surface wedge is expelled from the reference section - see Fig. 15.)
U • 103 Q.e.. • 103 q' 106 B'103 H F V kRUN a
m/s p rna / s m m
5 24 9. 2 14.0 1.6 0.50 1. 09 86 4
6 26 8.3 30.0 1.u O. 50 O. 72 43 8
8 19 6.6 14.0 1.6 O. 50 0.76 68 5
12 21 20.0 7.0 1.6 o. 50 0.68 150 2
17 c 22 25.2 7.5 1.6 O. 50 0.57 147 2
18 60 26.8 62.2 0.75 O. 50 1. 30 48 14
19 45 16.8 39.0 0.75 O. 50 1. 42 63 12
20 39 16. 8 42.6 0.75 0.50 0.85 46 15
27 48 35.0 32.6 1.2 0.46 O. 99 68 6
32 34 35.0 10. 7 O. 2 ':< 0.46 1. 07 146 16
35 44 35.0 30.0 0.2':< 0.46 0.83 67 34
38 52 35.0 26.6 O. 2 ':< 0.46 1. 54 90 26
42 39 47.0 14.7 0.2':< 0.46 0.88 122 19
46 30 20.0 14.7 O. 2 ':< 0.46 0.94 94 24
48 15 20.0 2.2 0.06 ':< 0.46 0.78 318 24
54,:<,:< 15 50.0 1.0 0.2':< 0.46 0.69 690 3
63 46 7.0 120 1.2 0.46 1. 18 18 22
67 48 4.3 210 1.2 0.46 1. 13 11 36
68 55 4.3 253 1.2 0.46 1. 53 10 38
69 45 4.3 213 1.2 0.46 1. 02 10 39
71 36 16.0 33.3 1.2 0.46 0.90 50 8
\J1
......
~:<
':< ~:<
Equivalent B-value; the slot was replaced by a row of small, closely-spaced ports.
Not plotted in Fig. 20.
Table 3. Test runs for a horizontal slot jet with free buoyant jet flow pattern observed (d. Fig. 9).
RUN
u • 103
a
m/s
~ '103
P
q' 105
2
m / s
B'103
m
H
m
F v k
13 21 20 23.7 1.6 0.50 0.20 44 8
17 d 22 25.2 20.8 1.6 0.50 0.21 53 6
22 ':<':< 11 35.0 23.3 1.2 0.46 0.01 22 17
23 ':<>:< 11 35.0 12.0 1.2 0.46 0.02 42 9
24 15 35.0 8.0 1.2 0.46 o. 12 86 4
29 20 35.0 16. 7 O. 2 ':< 0.46 o. 17 55 42
30 ':<':< 9 35.0 10. 6 0.2':< 0.46 0.02 39 59 I (JlN
40 ':<':< 8 47.0 10. 0 O. 2 ':< 0.46 0.01 37 63
44 15 20.0 10.0 0.2':< 0.46 o. 17 69 33
51 15 20.0 11. 3 1.2 0.46 O. 15 61 6
52 10 50.0 3. 1 O. 2 ':< 0.46 0.06 149 15
53 10 50.0 2.2 O. 2':< 0.46 0.09 210 11
, ....
'.' Equivalent B-value; the slot was replaced by a row of small, closely-spaced ports •
...1......1...
.........1...
Not plotted in Fig. 20.
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Fig. 20 Observed flow regimes for a horizontal buoyant slot jet in a co-flowing stream.-
Critical flow defined as the situation when the formation of a surface wedge is
incipient at the reference section. (Critical flow, see Fig. 15; subcritical flow,
see Fig. 16; jet or plume-like patterns, see Fig. 9.)
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V
of k covered by the experiments. As indicated in Fig. 20 there IS in these
cases a tendency for large-scale recirculation downstream of the blocking
slot jet. Whether jet effluent will be recirculated or not depends on the
controlling downstream conditions. The mixing is most efficient close to
the source when the jet flow pattern breaks up (forced entrainment),which
seems to occur when F exceeds a value of about 0.2.
The location of the reference section relative to the outfall varies
V h V . . 11 . .with the momentum flux ratio k". at erwise, k IS not an especla y slgm-
ficant parameter describing the flow regimes of a horizontal slot jet in a
flowing environment.
oA vertical buoyant slot jet in a uniform cross flow (8 = 90 ).
Twenty-eight experiments were conducted with a vertical slot
injecting heavy salt solutions downward into the flume flow. The test
data are listed in Table 4. A graphical representation of the experimental
results are given in Fig. 21. The flow situation is more complex when
the buoyant jet is issued vertically than when it is directed horizontally.
However in both cases observed,flow regimes agree with what is quali-
tatively predicted by Fig. 19.
Critical condition with respect to upstream intrusion of jet effluent
occurs for F of the order of O. 5 or less for small or moderate values of
the momentum flux ratio ~. As ~ increases (the effect of initial flux
of mOITlentum diminishes) critical conditions tend to be des cribed by F-
values close to unity just as for the case of 8 = 0 0 •
A surface wedge deflected upstreaITl - Fig. 21 - was observed
when the ITlomentUITl flux ratio was sITlall. SiITlilarly, areas in the graph
of Fig. 21 can be distinguished where jet- or pluITle-like flow patterns
froITl the slot are ITlaintained.
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Table 4. Experirnental data for a vertical buoyant slot jet in a uniform cross-flow.
. 103 " q' 105 B' 103 H F V k V Sym.RUN u ~ '103 ka p
m
2
/ snl/s m m
70 20 41. 5 3. 0 1.2 0.46 0.66 306 1.3 245 •
71 20 41. 5 2.0 1.2 0.46 0.98 460 O. 8 548 •
72 13 41. 5 4.3 1.2 0.46 O. 13 140 2.8 50 •
73 13 24.0 14.7 1.2 0.46 0.06 41 9.4 4.4 0
74 21 24.0 14.7 1.2 0.46 0.26 66 5. 9 11 0
75 33 24.0 14. 7 1.2 0.46 1. 04 103 3. 7 28 •
76 33 24.0 26.6 1.2 0.46 0.57 57 6. 7 8. 5 •
77 33 24.0 65.0 1.2 0.46 0.23 23 16 , 0
78 17 12. 5 14.7 1.2 0.46 0.37 53 7.2 7.4 0
79 27 12. 5 14. 7 1.2 0.46 1. 09 85 4.6 1 •
80 42 12. 5 87.0 1.2 0.46 0.69 22 17 1,.' 0
81 31 12. 5 41. 4 1.2 0.46 o. 59 34 11 3. 1 •
82 21 7.0 14.7 1.2 0.46 O. 91 66 5.8 1 I •
83 28 7.0 56.0 1.2 0.46 0.57 23 1 ( 1. ,'~ 0
84 21 7.0 103 1.2 0.46 O. 13 9.4 41 ., ~
85 40 7.0 40.0 1.2 0.46 2. 3 46 8. 3 5. 5 •
86 29 7.0 36.0 1.2 0.46 O. 99 37 Hi 3. 7 •
87 29 7.0 120 1.2 0.46 0.30 11 35 O. 3 ~
88 20 7.0 14.7 1.2 0.46 o. 79 62 6. 1 10
•
89 20 7.0 70.0 1.2 0.46 O. 17 13 29 o. :) ~
90 42 7.0 126 5. 0 O. 46 0.85 15 6. 0 2. 5 •
91 42 7.0 260 5. 0 0.46 0.41 7.4 12 O. 6 ~
92 36 7.0 230 5.0 0.46 0.30 7.2 13 10. 5 ~
93 29 7.0 30.0 5. 0 0.46 1.2 44 2. 1 21 •
94 29 7.0 173 5.0 0.46 0.21 7.7 12 O. 6 ~
95 25 20.0 26.7 5. 0 0.46 0.30 43 2. 1 20 •
96 25 20.0 17. 3 5. 0 0.46 0.46 67 1.4 48 •
97 25 20.0 6. 7 5. 0 0.46 1. 18 172 O. 5 323 •
No intrusion by wedge 0
Wedge Intrusion 0
Deflected wedge ~
Maintained plume or jet pattern: Unfilled symbols
Forced entrainment: Filled symbols
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Fig. 21 Observed flow regimes for a vertical, buoyant slot jet in a cross stream.
Forced entrainment is defined as a situation where the typical buoyant jet
flow pattern breaks up and there is efficient mixing close to the source.
(Deflected wedge, see Fig. 17, jet or plume-like patterns, supercritical
flow, see Fig. 18.)
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It was observed for both the horizontal and vertical slot jets
that mixing between the jet effluent and the oncoming flow was very
efficient when F was of the order of unity: that is, in a critical flow
situation with respect to upstream intrusion of jet effluent; see Section
V - 5 for the result of some conductivity measurements in the region
downstream of the outfall.
V -4 Gravitational Diffusion in Two-Dimensional Flow
Conductivity measurements were made in the 2 -foot wide flume
to study the mixing downstream from the buoyant slot jet. Before ana-
lyzing the result of these measurements we have to consider more in
detail the case of gravitational diffusion from a boundary source in two-
dimensional flow. This problem - number 8 of the limiting cases
listed on page 6 - was, as mentioned previously, subjected to an early
study by Rouse (1947). Although gravitational diffusion may apply to
many environmental phenomena (such as mixing of thermal waste water),
this study of Rouse was focused on a very special problem. During the
Second World War, gasoline burners at ground level producing convection
currents down-wind from the source were used as an important means of
dispersing fog over airfields. The purpose of the investigation was to
find the required input of heat as a function of burner location and cross-
wind velocity.
Dimensional arguments
We will now use dimensional arguments to derive the main relations
describing gravitational diffusion from a boundary source in two-dimensional
flow. Fig. 22 is a sketch of the flow situation.
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Fig. 22 Definition sketch of gravitational diffusion £rOIn
a boundary sour ce in two -diInensional flow.
Consider a steady line-source of buoyancy at right angles to a
steady horizontal flow. 6p' is a local value of the density deficit pro-
duced by the input of buoyancy and p is a reference density cho sen as that
of the aInbient flow. If boundary layer effects are negligible we Inay
aSSUIne the aInbient velocity to be a constant and equal to u at all levels
a
above the rigid boundary. Restricting the study to the case of fully
turbulent conditions, we Inay OInit the effect of viscosity and we are left
with the following variables characterizing the process of gravitational
diffusion in a steady state situation:
local apparent gravity (function of x, y)
u
a
b
aInbient velocity (constant)
buoyancy flux froIn source (kineInatic)
xy
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longitudinal distance from source
vertical distance from boundary
An equation for the conservation of buoyancy flux defines b
constant (45 )
Hence, from dimensional considerations the following relation
should des cribe the distribution of weight deficiency downstream from the
buoyancy sour ce:
(46)
u
3
where F =~ IS the gros s Froude number which previously was foundb
to be the dimensionless flow parameter characterizing this limiting case.
To arrive at Eq. (46) the only restrictions imposed were the assumptions
of the existence of a steady-state solution and fully turbulent conditions.
However, one interesting solution to the problem is acces sible
if we make the additional assumption that three of the variables listed
above (u , b and x) are "kinematically" related to each other - they
a
merely describe the rate at which buoyancy is added to each element of
fluid passing over the source if there is no net longitudinal circulation or
mixing. Hence, a new, shorter list of variables is as follows:
tip'
-g
p
u ba
u
b a.-
t
x
=
u
x a
y
buoyancy force per unit horizontal
area of flow downstream
time of travel for an element of fluid
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and consequently from. dim.ensional consideration we get a new solution
of the form.
6p'
- gt
-P-=l Y )J!- \tJ-;
a a
(47)
Eq. (47) im.plie s that the "kinem.atical approach 11 provides us with a
sim.ilarity solution. The weight-deficiency distributions are sim.ilar
in shape at all successive sections downstream. from. the source. We m.ay
define a local m.axim.um. value of the weight-deficiency curve, 6p I ,
m.ax
as indicated In Fig. 22 and we arrive at the following relation:
6 I
P m.ax
p
lg ~-t- =
x
(48 )
Let y be the vertical distance from. the boundary to the
c. g.
center of gravity of the weight-deficiency distribution - see Fig. 22.
Hence, y is defined by
c. g.
y
c. g.
00
r 60'! y= gdy
"'0 p
=--------
Joo 6 'o ~gdY
(49 )
Write Eq. (49) in norm.alized form.
y
c. g.
t I b
'Vu
a
(50 )
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where
Hence,
T\ = ttF-
u
a
y "-' t (bub = x F-~
c. g. ~~
(51 )
(52 )
indicates a linear expansion of the diffusion pattern with distance from
the source. Assume a Gaussian profile of the weight-deficiency distri-
bution
lip'
lip'
max
2
-~
= e (53 )
where 0 2 is the second moment of this distribution function about y = o.
Therefore,
o_rrr ytVZ c. g.
Eq. (47) may now be written
2
Y
lin' __x_~ C F~ g - = C • e - 2 x 2P u 2 F2 1
a
(54)
(55)
C 1 and C2 are constants one of which may be eliminated by putting Eq.
(55) into Eq. (45). This gives us
2C and
~' xF'
P g-·-2- =
U
a
(56 )
where the constant C has to be evaluated from the result of experiments.
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The general solution of the problem as given by Eq. (46) has the
advantage that it indicates that there is a certain range of validity of
Eq. (56) presumably given by
F > F
o
(57)
If the buoyancy is too strong and F is les s than such a critical
F -value, large-scale instability may develop affecting the main flow
o
field; the plume will separate from the boundary and the "kinematical
coupling" between u , b, and x does not hold any more. It is also pre-
a
dicted that F > 1 because no wedge is permissible. From a few
o
limited experiments (below) it appears that F might be of the order
o
of 2.
Rouse's solution
Rouse analyzed the problem of gravitational diffusion by using
two related equations, one of work-energy and one describing the vertical
diffusion of weight-deficiency. He assumed that the rate at which work
is done by buoyant forces equals the rate of gain of turbulent energy and
he adopted a mixing-length approach to solve his equations. Rouse
introduced an error in his calculations by putting CJ = Y (compare
c. g.
Eq. (54)); however, by repeatedly doing so, the errors canceled and his
result is still of the principal form given by Eq. (56). By comparing with
experimental data obtained in 1943 by the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic
Research the constant C of Eq. (56) was evaluated as
C = 2.3 (58 )
and Rouse suggested the following equation to describe two-dimensional
gravitational diffusion from a boundary source:
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2
,'\()r XF~2- 5 4 L F~ = 2.6 e - . x 2P g~
a
(59)
Comparison between diffusion of ambient turbulence and gravitational
diffusion.
To illustrate the essential difference between diffusion due to
ambient turbulence, and that due to gravitational convection, let us
derive an equation similar to Eq. (59) but with an assumed constant
coefficient of diffusion. The steady state equation for conservation of
m.ass in a two-dimensional flow situation may be reduced to
(60)
where c is the concentration by volume of a particular tracer element
of the source. Eq. (60) expresses a balance between vertical diffusion
and horizontal advection. With t = x/u , the travel tim.e, we get
a
3c 3 ( 3c)
3t = 3y e 3y (61 )
Assum.e that a proper description of the m.ixing can be based on a constant
value of t: (not varying with y). Then
3c
at (62 )
Eq. (62) is the well-known equation for one-dimensional heat conduction.
The solution for point source in sem.i-infinite dom.ain is; Carslawand
Jaeger (1947)
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A
c(y, t) =---
J4lT€t
(63 )
The source strength A, is determined from a continuity
relation
co
u f c dy = q' c
a. 0 0
and
2qc
A =__....;0,-
u
a
This gives the following relation for the concentration distribution
(64)
(65 )
c(x, y) = q
Co J-lT-E'-,-x-u-
a
_y2 u /4€x
e a (66 )
Write Eq. (59) in a similar way
c(x, y)
c
o
~
= 2.6 q F
2
u x
a
2
-5.4F(:t..)
• e x (67)
to stress the differences in the diffusion pattern. ':'
v - 5 Conduetivity Measurements
The dissolved salt of the jet fluid not only models the density
difference, but it is also a convenient tracer material. Hence, to
study the over-all mixing in the region close to the outfall, some
conductivity measurements were made in the 2 -foot wide flume just as
for the experiments in stagnant water. Fig. 23 shows the test sections.
The conductivity probe was mounted on a point gage fixed to
a moveable carriage on top of the flume. Conductivity readings
were taken at 4- ern depth intervals. Concentration profiles are
-,-
-,-
See also discussion on page 69.
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Section ABC
..,
o
Fig. 23 Test sections used for conductivity llleasurelllents
in the 2-foot wide flullle. COlllpare also Fig. 10.
available for the first twelve runs with a horizontal buoyant slot jet
in flowing alllbient water. The results can be used to characterize the
flow regillles observed.
A steady-state situation with respect to the flow pattern downstrealll
frolll the outfall jet is usually rapidly obtai ned. However, as delllon-
strated by Figs. 17 and 18 there is,in SOllle experilllents, a tendency for
large-scale recirculation of fluid downstrealllfrolll the blocking outfall jet.
Depending on the downstrealll conditions, the recir culated water lllay
ultilllately be lllixed with jet effluent. It lllay then take a relatively long
tillle before steady-state is attained, considering the distribution of jet
effluent in the flow field. The conductivity llleasurelllents were carried
out shortly after onset of each experilllent.
In a steady- state situation the following relation holds
HJ u(c-cb)dy = q • c
o 0
(68 )
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where c is the local concentration of the tracer, u is the local
velocity in the main flow direction at level y, and c b is the background
concentration of the ambient flow. q c is the rate of tracer material
o
discharged from the source. Let us define a distribution factor a by
a u H (c- c b ) = q • ca 0
where c is the depth- averaged concentration.
(69 )
a > 1. 0
a < 1. 0
indicates positive correlation between velocity
and concentration, which may occur at sections
where a jet flow pattern is established.
indicates that there are stagnant zones of high
concentration (the wedge).
Fig. 24 shows the variation of a with distance from the source for various
runs and Fig. 25 some measured concentration profiles.
We can now compare Rouse's solution for gravitational diffusion
In a two-dimensional flow field, that is Eq. (59) or Eq. (67), with mea-
sured distributions of concentration. Runs 1, 2, and 3 have F-values
that appreciably exceed unity (2.8, 5.2 and 9.5 respectively). Although
the vertical diffusion was rapid, there was no sign of developing large-
scale instability close to the source in these cases. Hence, as the effect
of initial flux of momentum on the diffusion was not very significant,
(V/k was 198, 160 and 377 respectively for these three runs), the measured
concentration profiles should ITa tch Eq. (67) pretty well. Fig. 26, a
graphical representation of Rouse I s solution and the present experimental
data, shows that this is the case. There is a considerable scatter of the
points; however, this was als 0 experienced by Rouse in similar
experiments.
J
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Fig. 24 The distribution factor, a, for experiITlents with
a horizontal, buoyant slot jet.
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Fig. 25 Concentration profiles for three typical runs
with a horizontal buoyant slot jet in a co-flowing
s~ream. The source is at the surface 0.45 m
upstream of Section A (see Fig. 23).
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Consider, for the purpose of comparison, a two-dimensional
shear flow field. A mean value of the coefficient for vertical diffusion
of momentum is
(70 )
where u,,_ is the frietion\elocity. A typical wall roughness may give us
-,'
the following velo city ratio
u
a
= 20 (71 )
Hence, in normalized form we may write a representative diffusivity as
E:
Hu
a
1
= 300 (72 )
In case of gravitational diffusion a corresponding value of the
diffusivity is evaluated from
1 do 2 1 do 2
E: =-- =-u -2 dt 2 a dx
Eq. (67) gives
1 d ( x 2 )
E: = IUa dx 10. SF
and
(73 )
(74)
(75 )
The coefficient of diffusion is now a linear function of the distance
from the source. Hence, compared to diffusion of momentum in shear
flow, gravitational diffusion is a very efficient process. ':'
,,-
-.,
For example, if F=lO,the relative diffusivity in case of gravitational
diffusion may be 30 times the relative rate of diffusion of momentum in
open- channel flow at a distance 10 flow depths downstream of the source.
At a section 100 flow depths downstream from the source this ratio is in-
creased to 300. The differences in diffusion rates become more pro-
nounced for smaller F-values.
Experi ments
Runs It 2 and 3
Station Sym.
A •
8 ()
C 0Rouse's solution Eq.(67)
o
2.0
4.0
.-;1(\/
1.0l ()~~r;jc1l • -b.O ~ I~C- 0 •
0.8
0
~I ~ 0.6~ ()u u ~I I -Iu 0 00 -JU 00
I
()
0.4
()
0.2 ' , I , , , I 2' ,
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 ( ;) F 0.4
Fig. 26 Rouse's solution of gravitational diffusion from a boundary source in
two-dimensional flow compared with experimental data.
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v -6 Model Studies on TherITlal Diffusion
Hydraulic ITlodels have been eITlployed for ITlany years as an
iITl portant tool in the solution of thermal pollution probleITls. Basic
studies of thermally stratified flow related to the proper design of
cooling water arrangements have been conducted by Bata (1957).
Recent investigations by Harleman and his colleagues at M. 1. T. are
valuable contributions to our understanding of the fundamental mechan-
isms of thermal diffusion.
RIVER
FLOW
2 1 DIFFUSER
r- 6'
MOVABLE GLASS
BEAD BED
--I
Fig. 27 The sectional model of the cooling water diffuser for
Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Station was built to a
length scale ratio of 1: 15 and placed in a 90 -it long
flume. Figure shows scour model.
Of interest for cOITlparison with the result of the present findings
is a study, with a two-dimensional undistorted model, of a section of the
diffuser pipe for Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant (Harleman, Curtis
and Hall (1968)). The diffuser is expected to produce a uniform down-
stream temperature field. The design and operation of this diffuser
is based on the mixing and entrainment of a larger nUITlber of small jets
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of heated condenser water. The jet ports of the diffuser pipe are closely
spaced and located in several horizontal rows on the downstream. quadrant
of the diffuser, see Figs. 27 and 28.
The experim.ents confirm.ed that a critical depth occurs in the
lower layer as it flows over the top of the diffuser. The m.ost im.portant
conclusion, however, was that com.plete m.ixing is achieved a relatively
short distance downstream. from. the diffuser. There was no significant
difference in the over-all m.ixing when the port size or port spacing were
varied. The only im.portant difference was with respect to the jet angle.
H
Fig. 28 Definition sketch of flow situation for the diffuser arrange-
m.ent of Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Station. About 65%
of the river flow is through the m.ain channel occupying the
diffuser.
A larger distance was required to obtain com.plete m.ixing for the case in
which the diffuser jets discharged horizontally. Fig. 29 shows the result
of two typical experim.ents with the diffuser design chosen for the proto-
type. The jet angles relative to the river bed varied from. 24 0 to 41 0 •
The isotherm.s are drawn for steady- state river flows. With the definitions
of Fig. 28 we can now evaluate the source Froude num.ber F at the diffuser
section.
8e--
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•• 17'
." • 24'
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Fig. 29
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011'28~OO ct,
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T C • 102 ·r
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MODEL DISTANCE FROM DIFFUSER 't. IN FEET
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The river flow is from the left. From Harleman, Curtis and Hall (1968).
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The condenser water dis charge per unit diffuser length is equal
to
where L is the actual length of the diffuser pipe. About 65 per cent of
the river flow is through the ITlain channel occupying the outfall structure
(L = 1800 ft and H = 30 it). Hence, the oncoITling flow is
per unit width where Q R is the total river flow. A source Froude
nUITlber F related to the diffuser section ITlay now be written
[0. 65 QR - QcrF =
Q L2~ (H_R)3
C P g d
(76 )
~ is, as before, the relative density deficit of the condens er water andp
R d is the radius of the diffuser (see Fig. 28). t;- is calculated to be
-3 -35.0 • 10 for the upper run (ZI) of Fig. 29 and 5.5 • 10 for the
lower run (Z2).
SiITlilarly) the ITlOITlentUITl flux ratio ~ related to the diffuser
section can be estiITlated
v
k = (77 )
where ~ is an equivalent jet slot area of the diffuser. In the final
design the diffuser is provided with approxiITlately twelve ports per
foot of the diffuser length. The ports were 2-inches (5.1 CITl) in diaITleter
and they were distributed along the diffuser pipe in an arrangeITlent as
described above. When evaluating A., the jet contraction (discharge
J
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coefficient) was assumed to be 0.6 on an average for the ports (see the
report on the hydraulic design of the multiport diffuser, Vigander,
Elder and Brooks (1970)).
Comparison with present study
VThe parameters F and k are calculated for the two experimental
runs shown in Fig. 29, and the values are listed in Table 5. From the
table it follows that observed and predicted flow regimes are in reasonable
agreement - the special diffuser arrangement used in the model study
does not allow for an exact comparison with the present buoyant slot jet
experiments. It is also of interest to note, from the result of the model
study, that there is almost horizontal, thermal stratification above the
diffuser when the flow is critical (Fig. 29). The result of the present
investigation also indicates very efficient mixing - relatively independent
of the initial jet mixing characteristics - in a flow situation when the
forlYlation of a surface wedge is incipient at the reference section (in
this case the outfall section).
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Table 5. Two experiments from the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant
study compared with result of present buoyant slot jet
experiments.
Run
The source
Froude
number
F
O. 56
0.14
The momentum. Observed flow
flux ratio
V/k
O. 2 Critical flow:
the wedge is
incipient at the
reference
section (outfall
section).
O. 1 Subcritical flow:
the wedge pene-
trated far up-
stream from the
outfall se ction.
Predicted flow
regime from
present buoyant
slot jet study
Fig. 20 for 8:::0 0 :
subcritical.
Fig. 21 for 8 :::90 0
super critical
(deflected sur-
face wedge? ).
Fig. 20 for 8 :::0 0
sub critical
(jet-or plume-
like pattern).
Fig. 21 for 8 :::90 0
deflected sur-
face wedge.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
A buoyant slot jet into a stagnant or uniformly flowing environ-
ment, as illustrated by the definition sketch of Fig. 1, has been studied.
The general flow situation is characterized by four dimensionless
numbers chosen as:
1. a source Froude number
2. a velocity ratio
3. a volume flux ratio
4. the angle of injection
3
U
F a= b
u.
k =~
u
a
u H
V a= q
8
Several limiting cases can be defined where the flow field is
described by a reduced number of parameters (see Section II-2 and
Fig. 19).
VI~ 1. A Horizontal Buoyant Slot Jet Into Stagnant Environment
Experimental data obtained from conductivity measurements to
determine the centerline dilution of the jet effluent as well as the jet
trajectory are in reasonable agreement with existing theories of
Abraham (1963) and Fan and Brooks (1969) (see Figs. 6, 7 and 8).
Graphical representations of jet trajectories and centerline
dilution are given in which the solution of Abraham collapses into
simple curves for all F.. When plotting the theory of Fan and Brooks
J
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in these graphs, F. is still a free parameter although the variation
J
with F. is small, and differences from Abraham's result are minor.
J
VI-2 A Buoyant Slot Jet Into Uniformly Flowing Environment
1. The flow regime is generally determined by four dimension-
less numbers. For small mass flow from the source (the source
is then characterized by initial flux of momentum, m, and
buoyancy, b, only) the governing flow parameters reduce to
(Fig. 19)
l. F
V u
2 H
2. a (a momentum flux ratio)k = u~B
J
3. 8
2. The experiments show classes of flow regime in Fig. 20 for
8 = 0 0 (horizontal buoyant slot jet in co-flowing stream) and in
Fig. 21 for 8 = 90 0 (a vertical buoyant slot jet in a cross-stream).
3. With respect to upstream intrusion the principal flow regimes
are identified as:
a) Super critical flow (see Fig. 18). The jet
flow is swept downstream when reaching the
surface.
b) Critical flow (see Fig. 15). The upstream
intrusion of the wedge is incipient at the reference
section.
c) Subcritical flow (see Fig. 16). A surface
wedge penetrates upstream from the reference
section.
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4. With respect to mixing characteristics, the flow pattern
is either:
a) jet- or plume-like (Fig. 9), or
b) characterized by forced entrainment defined
as the situation when the buoyant jet cannot
entrain all the oncoming flow while maintaining
the free buoyant jet flow pattern (Fig. 15). The
jet then breaks up and efficient mixing takes place
close to the sour ceo
5. Gravitational diffusion in two -dimensional flow. For super-
critical conditions characterized by
Vk large
F > F (F may be of the order of two)
o 0
the over-all mixing resembles that of gravitational diffusion from
a boundary source in semi-infinite two-dimensional flow.
Using'dimensional argument and a wall-diffusion-layer
assumption it was possible to derive
a) a similarity relation for the vertical weight-
deficiency profile downstream from the source
(Eq. 47) and
b) a main relation (Eq. 56) describing the process
of gravitational diffusion with one empirical constant.
Rouse (1947) suggested an equation (Eq. 59) of the
s arne principal form.
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Rouse I s solution for gravitational diffusion was compared to
measured concentration profiles for some runs with large V /k-
values and F > 2. There was good agreement between experi-
mental data and theory.
6. A brief description is given for the thermal diffusion study
for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant in relation to the
present regime description. The special diffuser design pro-
posed for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant does not allow
for an exact comparison with the buoyant slot jet experiments of
this study. The result of the thermal diffusion study for the
multiple diffuser is, however, in qualitative agreement with the
present regime description.
VI-3 Practical Applications
Two practical problems of waste water disposal, relevant to the
present study, have been emphasized: thermal diffusion of condenser
water in a river and sewage disposal to a marine environment (see
Section III-2 and Fig. 20).
Thermal diffusion of waste water in a river is governed by both
the Froude number F and the momentum flux ratio V /k of the order of
unity. It is a diffusion process in a confined region.
Submarine disposal of sewage is characterized by considerably
smaller F-values and large V/k-values. It is essentially an unconfined
diffusion process.
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Multiport diffusers are usually designed to approximate a line
source. In case of thermal waste water discharge in a river, the
current may then have pronounced dynamic effects on the mixing pattern;
however, in the ocean disposal case the current effect is mainly kine-
matic-the jet trajectories are merely bent downstream.
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NOTATIONS
The m.ain sym.bols used in this study are listed below.
B jet slot width
b buoyancy flux from. source as defined by Eq. (3)
C constant
c local concentration
c b background concentration
c centerline concentration
m.
c initial concentration
a
c
D
F
depth-averaged concentration
jet diam.eter
Froude num.be:i.· as defined by Eq. (5)
Froude num.ber as defined by Eq. (23 )
Froude num.her as defined by Eq. (7)
Froude num.ber as defined by Eq. (22 )
g acceleration of gravity
H depth
k velocity ratio as defined by Eq. (4)
L diffuser length
M kinem.atic m.om.entum. flux
m. kinem.atic m.om.entum. flux from. source as defined by Eq. (2)
n num.ber of ports per unit length of diffuser
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NOTATIONS (continued)
Q, q flow rates
R. jet Reynolds number as defined by Eq. (25)
eJ
r radial coordinate
S dilution
S centerline dilution
m
s coordinate along axis of jet
t nominal half-width of jet or plume
u velocity
u ambient velocity
a
u. jet velocity
J
u", shear velocity
','
V volume flux ratio as defined by Eq. (6)
x, y, z cartesian coordinates
coefficient of entrainment; also distribution factor as defined by
Eq. (69)
S local inclination of jet axis
p reference density
6p initial density difference
6p I local density difference
E: coefficient of diffusion
A spreading ratio
v kinematic viscosity
'T shear stress
8 angle of slot jet as defined by Fig. I
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